ISEM Session at ESSR 2015 Congress was successfully held in Liverpool

The ISEM-ESSR Session was held on 12 June, Friday from 12:00 to 13:30. The following presentations were performed during the session time.

1. Di Cataldo A: Role of Experimental Microsurgery in the training of the young surgical residents
2. Nemeth N.: Consecutive microsurgical training programs in Debrecen; Experiences and challenges
3. Axelsson M.: Experiences from the Gothenburg microsurgical training center- the first multilevel microsurgical training program in Scandinavia
4. Tolba R: European Training Center for Innovative Medicine (ETCIM); Microsurgical and Surgical Skills Training
5. Tolba R & Kobayashi E.: Sharing Transgenic Animal Models; A new era of Cooperation between Japan and Europe
6. Kobayashi E.: Organ fabrication- From Basic Research to translation into clinical practice
7. Zhou S.B.: Bioimaging study on bone marrow stem cell homing toward mechanical stretched skin and promoting stem cell niche regeneration
8. Osorio S.: Consideration on animal models in research and microsurgery

Despite the short presentation time was given to our team of ISEM, we have successfully conveyed to the audience; the importance of microsurgical training, small animal models and its breeding technique to be further referred to animal welfare, the importance of translational research and futuristic challenges on surgical studies.

For more details, please visit ISEM official website at http://isem.unideb.hu/ in the near future.